
Judged by Anne Manzella



Judges Circle: BEST in SHOW

“A most tranquil scene with sophisticated handling of brushwork 
details. The painterly application of oil paint to capture the lively 
babbling brook flowing towards the viewer is stunning.  The light 
touches of sparkle that dance off the surface after the falls is 
lovely.  The light and wispy treatment of the foliage and trees in 
the middle ground suggest a warm late spring day.  The dark 
waters in the foreground invite the viewer into the scene. A most 
stunning landscape scene.”



Judge’s Circle: First Place

“This lively scene of rippling waters in the marina invokes 
thoughts of a view from the dock while enjoying a fresh 
lobster roll in Maine.  The unsettled sky suggests the 
potential for a welcome thunderstorm to cool things off.  
Commendable reflection work in the water and handling 
of color in the sky. A most impressive waterscape 
scene.”



Judge’s Circle: Second Place

“At a modest 9x12 scale, the details captured in pastel are very 
striking in this composition.  The diagonal shadow lines invite the 
viewer into the porch.  The highlights and shadows on the chair are 
very convincing, modeling the metal form. The linear perspective 
directs the attention through the porch and into the yard.  Any viewer 
would enjoying sitting in that serene spot for a while.”



Judge’s Circle: Third Place

“The playful popping energy in this work is a direct result of 
the pinks and cool lime greens and turquoise blues that 
dance around the white resting places in the composition.  
The abstract expressionist quality of this painting feels like 
a 2 foot square party on the panel.  Most certainly a happy 
place, as the title suggests.  It brings a smile to the face 
just studying it.”



Judge’s Circle: Honorable Mention 

“After this year, an unmasked open air stroll over the Brooklyn 
Bridge is inspiring subject matter.  The bright red jacket,  
centered in the frame, forms the bottom corner of a visual 
diamond  composition with the cables of the bridge to lead 
one’s eye around the picture plane.  The dramatic shadows 
are nicely rendered in both the clothing and the bridge.”



Judge’s Circle: Honorable Mention 

“This work is enjoyable as an abstract wonder or a realistic 
depiction of foamy surf water and lively reflective color on a fun in 
the sun kind of day.  The left to right visual zig zagging movement 
back and forth creates a directional dance in the composition that 
surely offers a viewer a positive vibe.”



Judge’s Circle: Honorable Mention 

“The interpretative qualities of this work makes it most successful, in light of 
current events, namely the Executive Order on Diversity, Equity, Inclusion and 
Accessibility in the Federal Workplace this June, which established that 
affirmatively advancing equity, civil rights, racial justice, and equal opportunity 
is the responsibility of the whole of our Government.  This work is responsive to 
our country's events of past and present; it brings to mind the Juneteenth 
observances.  In as much as the subject matter is dynamic and thought 
provoking, compositionally, the triangular visual movement from Lincoln, to his 
hand through the transparent shoulder, then up to the writing desk and pen, is 
a successful arrangement, and the likenesses captured of the figures are 
equally robust.”



Judge’s Circle: Honorable Mention 

“The use of color is simply electric in this pastoral 
pastel scene.  The mark making adds to the 
energy of the work.  The strong contrasts of 
bright blue against violet and oranges against 
yellow create such color intensity eventually 
letting the eye settle on the dwelling in the rear. A 
powerful punch packed in such a petite piece.”



Judge’s Circle: Honorable Mention 

“The split complementary color harmonies of oranges and 
yellows with blues, blue greens and violets is very soothing.  
Compositionally the eye is led cyclically around the work along 
diagonals and contrasting colors.  Very dynamic visual 
composition with pleasing blends of hues.”



Judge’s Circle: Honorable Mention 

“The dramatic lighting in this photo captures 
such mysterious mood; it suggests a variety of 
narrative possibilities for the viewer.  The 
strong off-center focal point is nicely balanced 
by the black and white high contrast floor and 
somber dark lower right corner of the space. 
The eye cannot help but jump about to the 
pops of white around the perimeter of the 
frame.”



1st Place

“The steady build up from wispy background 
to more vibrant foreground is wonderful 
atmospheric perspective captured in this 
scene.  The use of thirds in the composition 
and strong diagonals creates interesting 
visual movement.  The whites of the 
foreground wildlife are nicely handled.”



2nd Place

“The precision with which the ruffles and 
delicate edges of the blooms are captured is 
striking.  There is a softness and a lovely 
balance between the shadows and 
highlights depicted.  Nature's 
complementary color combination is an 
added bonus.”



3rd Place

“The interplay of the positive and negative shapes in this 
blue and red-orange complementary leaf composition is 
very exciting.  The overlapping, cropping and overall 
visual movement and S- curve directional quality of the 
imagery is a dynamic visual treat.”



Honorable Mention

“The soft tranquil neutral palette suggests a crisp and 
blustery winter scene.  The bright snow capped roofs and fir 
trees offer a stark contrast to the veil of grey that hangs in 
the air.  The diagonal lines of the mountain range sloping 
down from right to left meet the soft diagonal in the 
foreground and middle ground that stretches up and back to 
the left.  The skillful handling of oil paint to achieve an 
ominous sky suggests a storm may be near.”



Honorable Mention

“When contemplating this work, one can 
imagine a relaxing kayak paddle on the lake 
into a small cool cove.  The shadows of the 
foliage off the water, and the atmospheric 
perspective of the view across the lake 
embodies a lovely day in the Adirondacks.”



Honorable Mention

“This pastel landscape scene is almost 
abstract in its presentation due to the rich 
vibrant fauve like colors.  The brightness on 
the horizon calls our attention after digesting 
the rich ruby red and violet jewel tones at top 
and bottom of the picture plane.  A rich, 
robust statement for such a small scale.”



Honorable Mention

“Compositionally this work is very appealing.  The mid flight 
capturing of the hummingbird on its way to the vibrant red 
zinnia, against the simple vertical background is very 
calming.  The rich reds and the greens on the right balance 
out the excitement of the approaching hummingbird.”



Honorable Mention

“The layering and juxtaposition of the positive and 
negative shapes is a fitting reflection on the title.  The 
playful scrolling line work leads the eye throughout the 
composition under and over the layers of juicy greens and 
blues and vibrant red violet which contrats the cool colors 
so nicely.”



Honorable Mention

“The scene is energetic, achieved through 
lively pastel markings that capture the rich 
color striations of the Maine rocks and the 
fierce crashing waves as they hit the shore.  
The mark making to accomplish this 
movement allows the viewer to practically 
hear the crashing sounds of the surf. Bring 
on summer in the Northeast!”


